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When I first started shooting high power service 
rifle, I had never used or seen a shooting coat. My 
first true shooting experiences were in single-shot 
silhouette competitions, which did not permit the use 
of gear such as this. I borrowed my shooting coach’s 
wife’s coat for a while, but as I honed my skills I 
discovered that it was too big for me, especially in the 
shoulders. This made it hard to develop a consistent 
prone position.

After talking with fellow high power shooters, I 
learned that most preferred the Creedmoor hardback 
shooting coat. I soon found that the standard coat 
sizes generally fit men better than women. This makes 
sense considering the market: female high power 
shooters are greatly outnumbered. I presented my 
issue and Creedmoor’s excellent staff worked above 
and beyond to make me their first fully customized 
coat and get it to me before my match season began. 
I worked mostly with Gina Williams, Customer Care 
and Operations Manager, and Brent Books, who 
were more than helpful throughout the process. I was 
worried that the coat would not fit quite right due to 
the extensive measurements involved. Creedmoor 
creatively sent me a canvas liner to try on and see 
how it fit prior to making the full coat. Coordinating 
between Alabama and Ohio, they made adjustments 
to the liner to complete the coat. 

When my Creedmoor coat arrived the night before 
my first across-the-course high power match of the 
season, I was thrilled and struck by the beauty of it. 
I had chosen navy leather sleeves with a royal blue 
front and silver back. I decided not to use the terry 
cloth collar it came with, but it was easy to remove. I 
opted for the all position upgrade to allow for a more 
comfortable sitting position as well as ventilation for 
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hot days at Camp Perry. One of the best upgrades I requested was the 
addition of shoulder straps to keep the coat tight around my shoulder 
in the prone position. I do not regret any of these upgrades and 
recommend that anyone considering a Creedmoor coat get all three of 
them. It is well worth the money. I loosen the shoulder straps slightly 
for offhand and sitting, but cinch them tight for prone which allows 
me to find and keep the rifle in the same spot in my shoulder every 
time. I have also found that the textured pads on the sleeves of the 
coat keep my sling from slipping down my arm, a problem that I had 
formerly struggled with. After wearing my coat in several matches, I 
have discovered that the leather sleeves give a little with time but that 
they are a little tight around my wrists due to the incredibly custom 
nature of my coat. This can make it difficult to get out of on very 
hot days. I contacted Creedmoor and they promised to resolve the 
issue in the fall so that I will not be without a coat during the match 
season. (Please note that the only reason the wrists are small on my 
coat is because of its extreme customization to my measurements.) I 
absolutely love my Creedmoor Shooting Coat. My scores have gone 
up and I have become more consistent. I thought it would take some 

Hardback Cordura Leather Shooting Coat 
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I cinch the shoulder 
straps and unzip the 
left side of my coat 
when shooting in 
the prone position. 
Not only does it 
work great with 
my service rifle 
(AR-15), but I have 
found the coat 
great for shooting 
vintage rifles like 
the pictured M1 
Garand.

I keep both 
side zippers 
run all the 
way down 
to stabilize 
my standing 
position. The 
custom cut 
of the coat 
allows me to 
better balance 
my elbow off 
my hip.

Note how the 
shoulder straps keep 
the textured pad 
from bunching up. 
The sweater can 
be seen just at the 
top of my jacket. 
It works great as 
extra padding and 
provides stability 
within the coat. 

time to get used to the coat, especially for shooting offhand, but at my first match the morning 
after I received the coat, I shot a 196-1x standing at 200 yards, a personal best. 

Creedmoor’s staff was a pleasure to work with and I really appreciate all of the time they 
took in making sure they provided me a product that would perform and that I would be 
happy with. From my experience with Creedmoor, their products are quality and the staff truly 
wants their patrons to shoot well on the range. I cannot say enough for the friendliness and 
dedication of Creedmoor’s staff. I would not hesitate to order from Creedmoor at any time. 

Creedmoor Shooting Sweater  
A good shooting sweater is an absolute necessity in high power. Some shooters opt to wear 

a hooded sweatshirt underneath their shooting coat, but I much prefer Creedmoor’s shooting 
sweater. A sweater is traditionally worn underneath a high power coat to provide extra stability 
and to also keep the coat clean. One cannot just throw a shooting jacket in the washer. A 
shooting sweater keeps the inside of the coat from getting sweaty and dirty as it can be washed 
or replaced after a time much less expensively than a coat can.

The Creedmoor shooting sweater is not so tight that it is uncomfortable but not loose enough 
to bunch up around the shoulders and cause a breakdown in position. I especially like that 
it zips. This makes it much faster to take on and off between yard lines and relays on the 
firing line. I also do not have to remove my hat, glasses, and earmuffs to put my coat on, as I 
had done previously with a pullover sweater. I cannot say enough about what a convenience 
this is. Its value was proven during the 2017 CMP Cup Series at Camp Perry. I could have 
my sweatshirt on and slip my coat on over it when I was called to the firing line. This saved 
time and kept me cooler as I could zip the sweatshirt while another relay was shooting and 
not have to worry about removing my ear and eye protection to do so. I highly recommend 
the Creedmoor Shooting Sweater to any high power shooter, especially those who desire 
something they can zip up and down, even if they do not own a Creedmoor coat. 

More!
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I tore through a record number of shooting gloves 

last year, so I began looking for something different. 
I decided to try the Creedmoor Space Full Finger 
Shooting Glove as I wanted a full-fingered glove 
to keep my hands warm in the winter. (I still shoot 
matches outside when it is not brutally cold.)

When I first tried on the full finger shooting glove, 
I was surprised by its thickness. I used the sizing 
guide and my experience with another company to 
determine what size to order. I think that I purchased 
a slightly large glove, but it is still a quality product. 
This glove allows a shooter to keep a firm grip on his 
or her rifle, especially due to the gripping material 
on one finger and the palm of the glove. I have 
learned that different gloves are better for shooting 
offhand depending on which hand position one uses. 
This glove is perfect for shooters who hold off of the 
magazine during the standing stage. With my new 
coat, I have since adjusted my position, now holding 
the hand guard in front of the magazine rather than 
the magazine itself. With this technique, I prefer an 
open fingered glove, especially in the summer. Even 
though I mistakenly decided on a slightly inaccurate 
size since I was in between sizes and fearful of 
ordering too small a glove, I can tell that this is a 
quality product compared to many other gloves that 
I have destroyed all too quickly. The main problem 
I have had with shooting gloves is the palm ripping 
open and the gripping material rubbing off the glove, 
especially when holding off of the magazine. In my 
time using this glove with that technique, I found it 
very comfortable with no signs of wear yet!

 

I first saw one of my junior teammates using a 
Creedmoor coat bag. I did some research and in 
arranging my shooting cart I found that I needed 
something to protect my new shooting coat. I have 
been very impressed with Creedmoor’s heavy coat 
bag. I chose one in Navy Digital camo and bought 
one for my dad as a Christmas gift in Army camo 
to match his shooting stool. This bag is incredibly 
useful. It is easy for me to loop over the handle of my 
shooting cart and spacious enough to keep an extra 
sweatshirt or coat in. I do not worry about setting the 
bag on the ground or ripping it. It has proved rather 
durable and I do my best to take good care of it. It is 
also great for short trips to the range if I do not want 
to bring an entire shooting cart. If I only need my 
coat, glove, and/or sling for shooting off a bench or 
practicing offhand for example, it serves as a quick 
and convenient way to transport my gear.

Creedmoor coat bags protected my dad’s and 
my shooting coats and made it easy to transport 
them between yard lines. I especially liked that 
I could save space by looping the bag over the 
handle of my cart.

The Creedmoor Full Fingered Space Glove is 
incredibly thick and provides the best stability 
when used to hold off of the magazine in the 
standing position.

Creedmoor Camo 
Heavy Coat Bag

Creedmoor Full Fingered Space Shooting Glove


